window films
and blinds

Safety and Security Film
Protect from the dangers of flying glass
Help prevent the ‘smash & grab raid’
Upgrade existing glass to European Standard

SUPATINT CLEAR SAFETY FILM is designed to hold shattered glass in
place when broken.
It can happen at almost anytime - in the office, factory, public places, retail
shops or in the home - glass is broken. Whether this is deliberate or
accidental normal glass can be turned into thousands of deadly shards flying
off in all directions endangering lives and property.
Anything from a simple accident to a terrorist bomb blast will send potentially
lethal shards of glass flying, subjecting people and property to serious
damage, injury or death. In any bomb blast scenario one of the greatest
causes of injury or death are the danger of flying glass.

Safety and security films are available in a wide range of thickness
combining energy efficiency, safety & security protection. These
films reject up to 80% of solar
heat and block over 99% of the
harmful ultra violet rays of the sun.
This makes them ideal for areas
of high risk to damage from flying
glass or the damaging rays of the
sun.

q Holds broken glass in place.
q Helps prevent burglaries.
q Upgrades existing glass.
q Keeps children safe.
q Upgrade to bomb blast protec-

SUPATINT SAFETY FILM, applied to your existing glass, helps prevent this
happening making your glass stronger and more shatter resistant. The film
holds broken and shattered glass in place preventing injuries from flying
fragments and deadly jagged splinters.
Films are available in a wide variety of thickness to cover every requirement
from personal protection, burglary, vandalism to bomb blast protection.
Approved to the relevant European (EN), British Standards (BS) and American (ANSI) standards you can be assured of a film to the highest of standards.

tion.
q Combined Solar & Safety films

Available in clear and tinted solar versions, our films also reject heat and harmful UV rays, which cause fading and lower energy costs.

available.
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